MONDAY, OCT. 20 @ 10 a.m (coffee at 9:30 a.m.) Information Commons 4th floor

221 First Mondays
An Overview of Open Access Scholarly Publishing

Join us for the Open Access Week keynote address with Edward Valauskas, founder and editor-in-chief of First Monday, one of the first peer-reviewed, open access scholarly journals. He has taught at numerous schools of library and information science and serves as the Curator of Rare Books at the Lenhardt Library of the Chicago Botanic Garden. RSVP to libraryprograms@LUC.edu is appreciated.

TUESDAY, OCT. 21 @ 4-6 p.m., Information Commons 4th floor

6th Annual Celebration of Faculty Scholarship

The annual Celebration of Faculty Scholarship is a showcase for the impressive research and publications of the Loyola faculty. Please join us for refreshments, conversation, and a display of faculty work from 2013.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 22 @ 12:30-1:30 p.m., Information Commons 4th floor

Publishing and Authoring in an Open Access World: Panel Discussion

Join Loyola faculty and students who are working in the roles of publishers or authors to increase access to scholarship. Panelists will include Dian Squire and T.J. Jourian representing a new graduate student run open access journal, Dr. Pamela Morris (Communications) and Dr. Timothy Hoellein (Biology).

THURSDAY, OCT. 23 @ 10-11 a.m., Information Commons Room 120

Become a Wikipedian: Workshop

Join us for a session on becoming a contributor to Wikipedia. You will learn how to edit pages, create new pages, improve already existing content, and leave meaningful comments on the most popular open access website on the internet. Loyola's Women in Science and Math organization will be joining us to help out and explain why it is so important to contribute to Wikipedia.